
OBI Coin: A PIONEER IN BLOCKCHAIN-
ENABLED REAL ESTATE SOLUTIONS
In the evolving landscape of real estate, OBI Coin emerges as a trailblazer, harnessing the power of 
blockchain and machine learning to redefine real estate transactions. At the heart of this revolution, OBI 
Coin is more than just a digital asset; it's a catalyst for change, enabling a decentralized and efficient 
approach to real estate dealings. This initiative marks a significant leap towards a system that is not only 
transparent and streamlined but also inclusive and community-driven, especially in a sector as pivotal as 
real estate.

FOUNDATION OF INNOVATION: THE OBI 
FOUNDATION
At the core of OBI Coin's ecosystem lies the OBI Foundation, a pivotal entity that nurtures and guides the 
OBI Coin community. Far from being a mere overseer, the Foundation is the bedrock upon which the OBI 
Coin and its holders can innovate and grow within the real estate blockchain arena. The Foundation's 
scope spans from routine management to strategic project implementation, all aimed at materializing the 
community's collective vision in the real estate domain. The OBI Foundation champions the expansion and 
evolution of the OBI Coin ecosystem with equity and inclusivity at its forefront. It adeptly manages the 
Ecosystem Fund, safeguarded by a multisig wallet, to finance its operations, crafting a governance model 
that is open, permissionless, and community-centric.

DECENTRALIZED GOVERNANCE: THE 
HEARTBEAT OF THE PLATFORM
Central to OBI Coin's philosophy is the belief that decentralized governance is indispensable for managing 
a diverse, global real estate community. This governance model is not just a cornerstone for the platform's 
integrity but also a driving force for its success. Through this structure, members partake in pivotal 
decisions, shaping the platform's trajectory in realms such as fund allocation, governance policies, real 
estate initiatives, and strategic alliances. The governance model, open to all OBI Coin holders, stands as a 
testament to the platform's commitment to democratic involvement and collective decision-making.

GUIDANCE AND OVERSIGHT: THE 
SPECIAL COUNCIL
Guiding the OBI Foundation is the Special Council – a group dedicated to actualizing the community's 
aspirations. Their role extends beyond mere administration; they are the custodians of the community's 
trust and the enablers of its vision in the blockchain real estate sector. Their responsibilities encompass a 
range of crucial activities, from meticulous scrutiny of OBI Coin Improvement Proposals (OIPs) to the 
diligent stewardship of the community treasury. They ensure open communication channels between the 
community, the Foundation, and its global service providers, and oversee the execution of duties by the 
OBI Foundation's administrators and service partners, aligning them with the community's goals and 
ethos.

OBI Coin FOR REAL ESTATE 
TRANSACTIONS ON THE BLOCKCHAIN
OBI Real Estate uses blockchain and machine learning to revolutionize real estate transactions, aiming to 
disrupt traditional brokerage systems. The OBI Coin is integral to this platform, serving as the primary 
currency for transaction fees and expenses in real estate processes.



The OBI App is the world's first decentralized real estate marketplace on the blockchain. It leverages AI, 
Web3, and more to facilitate real estate transactions.


WHAT IS OBI TOKENIZATION?
OBI  Tokenization allows global users to purchase tokenized real estate, instantly becoming landlords.

WHAT IS OBI SOCIAL MEDIA?
OBI Social Media is a unique platform within the OBI Coin App, focusing on real estate. It enables users to 
showcase work, buy homes, and engage with vetted contractors.

WHAT IS OBI TITLE?
OBI Title is a title company set to launch in April 2025, further enhancing the utility of OBI Coin within the 
real estate ecosystem.

WHAT ARE OBI  NFTs?
OBI NFTs are the world's first real estate NFTs, offering real perks and the potential for rental income to 
NFT owners. (((ADD LINK)))

OBI Coin PROTOCOL AND TOKENOMICS 
IN THE CONTEXT OF REAL ESTATE
 Total Supply: 1 billion OBI Coins
 Initial Price: $0.015 per OBI
 Token Distribution:

 Community / Airdrop: 15% (150,000,000 OBI) - All unlocked for claim at launch, enabling broad 
participation in real estate transactions

 Treasury and Resources: 47% (470,000,000 OBI) - Funds dedicated to enhancing the OBI Real Estate 
platform, with a portion unlocked at launch and the rest over time

 Team: 15% (150,000,000 OBI) - Locked initially to ensure long-term commitment, then gradually 
released to support ongoing development

 Charity: 1% (10,000,000 OBI) - Supporting charitable real estate initiatives with a gradual token 
release

 Launch Contributors: 14% (140,000,000 OBI) - Recognizing early supporters with tailored lockup 
schedules

 Founders: 8% (80,000,000 OBI) - Locked to align founders' interests with long-term platform success, 
with gradual release.

 Use Cases and Incentives:

 Transaction Fees: OBI Coins are used for fees in real estate transactions on the platform
 Services: Payment for various services related to real estate transactions can be made in OBI Coin
 Rewards: Contributors to the platform's growth in the real estate sector can receive OBI Coin rewards
 Access: OBI Coins may grant special access or benefits within the real estate platform
 Governance: Holders can participate in decision-making about platform developments and real estate 

projects.

 Stability Mechanisms:

 Buyback and Burn: Managing token price and supply to ensure stability in real estate transactions
 Reserve Fund: Providing liquidity and acting as a buffer for the platform's real estate operations.

 platform technology:

 Machine Learning Systems: Enhancing efficiency and security in real estate transactions
 Scalable Recording System: Securely managing real estate information, backed by either the OBI 

blockchain or the Ethereum blockchain for robustness
 High-Performance Infrastructure: Utilizing REST API and message broker for sustainable and efficient 

operations.

OBI Coin PROTOCOL
OBI Coin stands as an ERC-20 governance and utility token at the heart of the OBI Coin ecosystem, 
driving decentralization in the realm of real estate blockchain. It takes on several pivotal roles:

 Empowering Governance: OBI Coin enables holders to actively participate in decision-making, charting 
the course for the future of the vibrant real estate blockchain community

 Fostering Unified Transactions: As the ecosystem’s utility token, it unites all participants under a 
decentralized, shared currency, facilitating seamless transactions throughout the real estate platform

 Unlocking Access: OBI Coin serves as the key to exclusive realms within our ecosystem, including 
access to premium real estate opportunities and top-tier services

 Fueling Incentives: It's a powerful tool for third-party developers to contribute to the ecosystem's 
growth by integrating OBI Coin into their services and projects.

OBI Coin ALLOCATION
The total OBI Coin supply is set at 1 billion tokens, with a smart contract that ensures a constant total 
supply and no provision for minting or token burning. The allocation spans across various groups, detailed 
above. Tokens for project contributors are initially locked, gradually released over 48 months, starting 
January 23, 2023.

OBI Coin ECOSYSTEM
 OBI Real Estate: The parent company driving revenue generation
 OBI App: The world's first decentralized real estate marketplace on the blockchain
 OBI Tokenization: Empowers anyone worldwide to buy tokenized real estate
 OBI Social Media: A unique real estate-focused social platform within the OBI Coin App
 OBI Title: A title company launching in April 2025, enhancing OBI Coin's utility
 OBI Coin NFTs: The world's first real estate NFTs, offering perks and rental income opportunities. 


